
the book of creeping normalcy





see that you're breaking off the rails
and i feel that you're changing with the detai ls}

_ but i'm fearing you and you're fearing me I

[we stay like this while you're breaking off the rails

I you know what to do

| shaking all your bones _
(you're shaking all your frail brittle bones by watching overhead

jthis is the opposite of what you said: that everything is through Ifll

^you're finally digging the holes to pursue the next stage of the run |

|to execute it so subtly

I you know what to do I



|
brace yourself for the future

cause if you stay sitting here we'll all be no-one/a hole in the ground
i

\ i've got to get this message out of my brain because otherwise it's going to hold me
they're spending big on a fear campaign but i'm not going to let them suck me in onto tha

hold me bound m**f%
that spine because 9L|
it to the streets ^Vljli am taki ng

[take it to the streets!

|
spi es in the back alley pulling us aside and one by one they're shoving their gun down everybody's throat

saying "shut the fuck up and go back to your home, step into line and then everything will be fine"
~ now i want to smash screens so i'm going to smash screens

j

[while we' re taking down the government i'll camouflage my needs '

. _B '« Ittfc.
the spirit is nearly always in the stopping of good

shoes while i'm picking u p the phones while i'm singing real ly fast because -W^^~""
t i 'm trying to get a move on

t a k e it to the streets

you're being collared while asking for it

but you won't know what is next until you wake up.

. there's ti me.

I wake up. your eyes can be a ringer 2

MM



to know is forever incomplete to know is forever incomplete to know is forever incomplete to know is forever incomplete

printing out a log file of today into a store of what you know, remember this day as one of those, a caution not to slow is to know you're close. repeat it.

to know is forever incomplete.

it's almost like it is revealed but then you can't help but feel that now that you feel, it's not enough to feel,

we've got to make or break BLIHB

the robot will do HitHI now step into the queue and buy your favourite things
make a living in a tube.

it soothes you from your job/removes you from it all

the robot will do thi s : conti nue to blindly choose and unquestioni ngly pursue all of that which will satisfy the innermost selfish desires
i can't help but notice that you're plugged into the wires

and it soothes you from your job/removes you from it all





5T. j?^>. i hoi

I
you s ay we can't afford to stop"

JMBPL'S^Ssi^^SC^Mj want to shake you but i cannot

I Hi i i'IWiHHi tt$A wwxj^MFZEz^r
just listen to me on ce and know that al l of what we build is

| it won't work this way... SHP^T
no matter what you say, it won't work this way~|

e you don't forget that we've been painted into this placed
~*look out the window and see what we stole and how this is j



pouring in

this moment is going to stop pouring in like sticky tar
i want to crack in two

please let me count down the minutes until this moment stops pouring into my headache
i want to go because it's ETiTTCfTffWH



i want to show you the blue man
i want to show you the show

look carefully it's through the thin blue lines
the rooms, the space, this place -- we're behind eye walls and cheap tricks on the mind

but you say "it's for our security"

and you say "those who've got nothing to hide have got nothing to fear.

you're just overly worried, i 'm not scared of this and neither should you be..."

neither should I be? they're like "i'm taking down all your information"
"i can see whatever you do because i'm up here and you're down there, you can't see anywhere
you can't see anywhere and when you can see, see the signals that you'll be squelched"

but you still say this is for our security

and you say that you've got nothing to hide

and you say "they'll leave me alone because i'm good and I obey.

i'm not scared of this and neither should you be..."

neither should i be? it's

and you wallow



it reveals to you
|trklO 0:41 how easy it is for the few to control the many

|

once people have control over things that affect their lives, they are in control of their own lives
_ 10:25 once people are in the hands of the forces they have no control over, they have lost control of their own lives and that's why we're having this centralisation of

- "T3^*^ power taking decision making away from the sphere of i nf 1 uence of people affected by those decisions.
^ Mj^^f^ **^\*Smmmm9^2

0:41 the idea is to tie up every nation and every area of the world with co-dependency on every other part of the world -- "global isation" - - so that no one part of the world has independence to make thei r own
decisions, that's what it's about — taking control over our own lives to a point where we have n o influence

I 0:41 it reveals to you: how easy it is for the few to control the many
0:47 this is happening all over the world and it's co-ordinated HBSH^j^^SR^-"* -itf -'J -

,0:49 cause the more power is centralised, the more power the few have over the many
| | ClflPS* ^t*\ k^^Bf V̂ y^-

|l:21 the most powerful method of mass mind and emotional manipulation that has been used on us to advance this agenda: you create a problem, it could be a terrorist attack, it could be a war, it could be a

[government collapse.it could be a run on a currency , i t could be a "credit crunch", rising food prices, rising mortgages -- anything that will give you the opportunity to install the solution to that problem.

H the whole goal of it is centralisation of power, centralisation of powe r
:
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that's what it's about: taking control over our own lives to a point where we have no influence
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all muic/noise/lyn'cs written, performed, recorded and m

M recorded in a house on forbes street over the months spanning may-oct 2009.

V~\ survived a hectic dust storm, a catastrophic hard drive failure and frequent shortage of $.

^| additional musicians on track 6:

,. cello by sarah jovanovski ^, ~. •«C£j[^*--

artwork and design by jordan bi

clarinet by elizabeth weightman

arranged and recorded by jordan brown

| thanks to grant hanlon and alex bulley for the use of their various amplification equipments

j

special thanks to nathalie crawford, joshua lapham and andrew protasi ewi cz

.

— this record is (cc) by-nc-sa 2009 which means that you are free to copy it, distribute and remix provided

that you DO NOT do so for any commercial purpose. I^^^^^^^^DKR?
BJ—- more info at creati vecommons . org . au/1 i cences

i.

K video clips, links and other computere content is available for download at gl assjore . com/creepi ngnormal cy
j

'including this recording in various computere formats for your various computere devices, please share.
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